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By now, most people in America are aware of the tremendous
impact of Latinos in the United States. Whether you see
this from a political, immigration or economic standpoint,

Hispanics are growing and are a key ingredient of the multicultural
melting pot in America, or shall we say, the multicultural salad
bowl. 

Multicultural communications experts agree that Latinos
no longer just assimilate to the mainstream culture in the U.S.,
but rather they become bicultural. Like a salad bowl with unique
ingredients makes a complete salad, Hispanics adopt the
mainstream culture while retaining their own heritage. 

Hispanic consumers now comprise the largest minority
group in America, with a purchasing power of $736 billion in
2005, according to the Selig Center for Economic Growth at
the University of Georgia’s Terry College of Business. The same
study reports the Hispanic purchasing power in Indiana at almost
$4.8 billion in 2005 and growing to $7.1 billion in 2010. These
are significant numbers that Hoosier companies should keep in
mind when developing their business and marketing plans. 

Nationally, Hispanics are spending more on groceries, phone
services, major appliances, furniture, children’s clothing and
footwear. This is also a good indication of where Hispanics are
spending their money in Indiana. In Indianapolis, there has
been growth in telecommunication services such as cellular
telephones and satellite television. This can be observed by the
boom of Hispanic telecommunications retailers, some of which
own up to four stores in different areas of the city. The same can
be observed with Mexican grocery stores, a sector in which local
chains of up to five and six stores each compete aggressively
for consumers. Most Mexican grocery stores also sell calling
cards to Mexico and Latin America. 

Additional strengths
A strong Hispanic media and advertising industry in Central

Indiana is also in place. There are three Spanish language radio
stations, a Spanish television station, a number of Spanish and
bilingual newspapers and magazines, and outdoor options in
heavily dense Hispanic pockets. Now, companies and organizations
can get their messages to Hispanic audiences rapidly. 

Traditionally, Northern Indiana has been the most densely
Hispanic populated area in the state. Elkhart, Lake and Clinton
counties show significant percentages of Hispanic population.
A recent study by the Sagamore Institute for Policy Research and
the Mexican Consulate reveals details about this rapid growth. 

“Indianapolis has the fifth fastest Hispanic growing population
in America, and Mexicans make up 70% of the state’s entire
Hispanic population,” reports Sagamore’s John Clark. According
to Ricardo Gambetta, director of Latino affairs for the mayor’s
office, Indianapolis is becoming a desired destination for Hispanics
because of job opportunities, low cost of living and role model
Hispanic public policy. 

Indiana also has a vibrant Hispanic
business community, according to
Roberto Curci, Ph.D., an associate
professor of finance and the Eugene
Ratliff Endowed Chair of Finance at
Butler University. “Local and statewide
projects are creating the conditions for
the growth of this business community,”
Curci says. “The new Indianapolis airport,
the new Colts stadium, the new plans
for the expansion of the convention
center in Indianapolis and the new
highway infrastructure being planned across the state are all
contributing to new business opportunities for Latinos.” 

Ready for business
Indiana is also home to some successful Hispanic-owned

firms like the Morales Group, Inc. (MGI). With an economic impact
of $135 million, MGI is a fast growing firm with headquarters
in Indianapolis and offices in Terre Haute and another one soon
to open in Lafayette. MGI provides workforce services to clients
in Indiana and the Midwest. 

Tom Morales, a U.S. born third generation Hispanic, is
the president and CEO of the Morales Group, Inc. He explains
that Hispanics possess great work ethics, pride for their culture
and strong family values. “Hispanics have to prove themselves over
and over again,” Morales offers. “They see jobs as opportunities
as opposed to simply jobs that need to be done.” 

Financial institutions are also targeting Hispanics as they
have recognized this emerging market. Fiorella Gambetta-Gibson,
associate vice president and Latino business development officer
at National City Bank, says Hispanics are increasingly using
financial products and services.

Companies need to realize that Hispanics comprise a significant
segment of the market. When designing marketing strategies
and plans, companies in Indiana should include the Hispanic
market as part of their overall plan. Hispanics are brand loyal
consumers, but according to the 2005 “Monitor Multicultural
Marketing Study,” Latinos are increasingly willing to try new
or different brands on occasion. 

Organizations should service Latino customers with in-depth
cultural and market knowledge and outstanding customer service.
This doesn’t require an enormous budget, but it does require a
conscious effort to take some initial steps to serve Hispanic
customers and business.
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Author: Roberto Ponce is president of Ponce Publicidad,
an Indianapolis-based Hispanic advertising and marketing
agency. He can be contacted at (317) 209-9762 or
www.poncepublicidad.com




